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metric fluorescent probe for
imaging of SO2 derivatives in mitochondria of living
cells†

Junwei Shi, Wei Shu, Yong Tian, Yulong Wu, Jing Jing, * Rubo Zhang *
and Xiaoling Zhang *

A real-time ratiometric fluorescent probe (IN-CZ) for highly selective detection of sulfite was designed and

synthesized, which is based on modulating the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) of the hemicyanine dye

platform. The mechanism of using the probe is mainly through the Michael addition that occurs between

IN-CZ and sulfite with a detection limit of 2.99 � 10�5 M. IN-CZ displays a fast response (within 1

minute) and is highly selective for SO3
2�/HSO3

� over ROS, biologically relevant ions, biological

mercaptans and other reactive species. More importantly, IN-CZ was suitable for ratiometric

fluorescence imaging in living cells, by real-time monitoring of SO3
2�/HSO3

� changes in mitochondria

targeted in living cells.
1. Introduction

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is an inevitable product from the
combustion of coal and fossil fuels as well automobile exhausts,
causing a serious threat to the ecological environment and
human health.1 In general, SO2 is inhaled into the human body
through the respiratory tract, and then it mainly exists in a two
anions equilibrium state, sulte and bisulte (SO3

2�/HSO3
�)

in physiological systems.2 Of which, sulte has been widely
used as an antioxidant in food, beverages, pharmaceuticals
and preservatives.3 However, prolonged exposure to excessive
SO2 may cause respiratory tract infection, even leading to lung
cancer, cardiovascular disease and neurological disorders.4

SO2 and its derivatives (SO3
2�/HSO3

�) can alter the intracel-
lular thiol levels, and then destroy the redox balance in the
cells leading to neuron disorders.5 Mitochondria as the main
place for energy supply and transformation, provide a large
number of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive sulfur
species (RSS).6 Moreover, in the process of energy supply and
transformation in mitochondria of cells, SO2 and its deriva-
tives (SO3

2�/HSO3
�) can also be produced from L-cysteine in

reactions catalyzed by aspartate aminotransferase-2. The
abnormal endogenous levels of SO2 and its derivatives (SO3

2�/
HSO3

�) can also cause a series of pathological changes.7 The
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United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and
The World Health Organization (WHO) have regulated an
acceptable daily intake of sulte to be lower than 0.7 mg kg�1

of body weight.8 Thus, developing methods to detect exoge-
nous and endogenous SO2 and its derivatives (SO3

2�/HSO3
�) is

of great signicance.
At present, there are many detection strategies for SO3

2�/
HSO3

�, including Monier-Williams,9 electrochemical,10 uo-
rescence spectrophotometry,11 chromatography,12 capillary
electrophoresis,13 titration14 and uorescent probe.15 Among
which, uorescent indicators for SO3

2�/HSO3
� have attracted

much attention due to their apparent advantages over other
methods, such as high selectivity and specicity, operational
simplicity, as well as high space–time resolution real-time
detection and imaging in vivo.16 As SO3

2�/HSO3
� is mainly

expressed in mitochondria of cells, the quantitative detection of
SO3

2�/HSO3
� is of great importance in both chemical and

mitochondria targeted in living cells.17

In this work, we designed and synthesized a new ratiometric
uorescent probe IN-CZ for real-time monitoring of SO3

2�/
HSO3

� changes in mitochondria targeted in living cells. The
synthesis route for IN-CZ is shown in Scheme 1. The Michael
addition that occurs between IN-CZ and sulte makes the
conjugate structure change (as shown in Scheme 2). The probe
can not only realize ratiometric detection of SO3

2�/HSO3
�, but

also shows high selectivity and sensitivity for SO3
2�/HSO3

�

against various interferences with a detection limit of 2.99 �
10�5 M. IN-CZ exhibits excellent stability and localizes well in
the mitochondria. Moreover, IN-CZ displayed a fast response
(within 1 minute) and lower cell toxicity, which endows IN-CZ
with good permeability and application to imaging SO3

2�/
HSO3

� in living cells.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Scheme 1 Synthesis route for IN-CZ.

Scheme 2 Proposed sensing mechanism of IN-CZ towards SO3
2�/

HSO3
�.
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2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and instruments

All the chemicals and reagents were obtained from commercial
suppliers and prepared in stock with standard methods before
use. Silica gel (200–300 mesh, Qingdao Haiyang Chemical Co.)
was used for column chromatography. NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker Advance III at 400 MHz for 1H NMR and at
100 MHz for 13C NMR with chemical shis reported as ppm (in
CDCl3, TMS as internal standard). Mass spectra (MS) were
measured with a Bruker Apex IV FTMS using electrospray
ionization (ESI†). Absorption spectra were recorded on a Pur-
kinje TU-1901 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence measurements
were taken on a Hitachi F-7000 uorescence spectrometer with
a 10 mm quartz cuvette. Excitation wavelength was 420 nm.
2.2. Synthesis of uorescent probe IN-CZ

2.2.1 Synthesis of compound 1. In 10 mL of acetonitrile,
2,3,3-trimethylindolenine (1.0 g, 6.3 mmol) and iodomethane
(4.43 g, 31.4 mmol) were added, the mixture was stirred and
Fig. 1 Spectroscopic properties of IN-CZ (10 mM) in PBS buffer (pH ¼ 7.4
presence of SO3

2�/HSO3
� (10 mM). (B) Fluorescence emission intensity

Excitation at 420 nm.
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reuxed overnight. Aerwards, cooling to room temperature
(RT), the mixture was ltered and pink solid 1 was obtained.

2.2.2 Synthesis of compound IN-CZ. In 1 mL of piperidine
and 25 mL of ethanol, a mixture of compound 1 (215 mg, 0.75
mmol) and N-ethyl-3-carbazolecarboxaldehyde (167 mg, 0.75
mmol) was stirred at 80 �C for 24 h. Aerwards, the mixture was
extracted with DCM (30 � 3 mL) and washed with water (50 � 3
mL). The residue was puried by silica gel column chromatog-
raphy using DCM/methanol (v/v, 30/1) as eluent to give white
solid IN-CZ. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz, TMS), d (ppm): 9.10
(s, 1H), 8.64 (d, J ¼ 7.82 Hz, 1H), 8.38 (d, J ¼ 7.78 Hz, 1H), 8.24
(d, J ¼ 6.5 Hz, 1H), 7.86 (t, J ¼ 7.93 Hz, 3H), 7.72–7.68 (m, 2H),
7.63–7.58 (m, 3H), 7.38 (t, J ¼ 6.23 Hz, 1H), 4.58–4.53 (m, 2H),
4.15 (t, J ¼ 6 Hz, 3H), 1.85 (s, 6H), 1.38 (t, J ¼ 8.1 Hz, 3H). 13C
NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3), d (ppm): 181.12, 156.94, 144.09, 142.52,
141.51, 140.64, 130.47, 129.38, 128.83, 127.17, 126.57, 125.42,
124.38, 123.45, 122.44, 122.36, 121.12, 110.76, 109.85, 108.94,
51.76, 38.15, 36.72, 27.43, 13.91. MALDI-MS (m/z): 379.216 for
[M+].
2.3 General procedure for analysis

Parent stock solution of uorescent probe IN-CZ (10 mM) was
prepared in absolute DMSO, and stored at 5 �C in a refrigerator
as standby application. The various testing species were
prepared from NaBr, NaCl, NaClO, Cys, Hcy, GSH, FeCl3, FeCl2,
NaNO2, NaNO3, NaHSO4, NaHCO3 and NaHSO3, and the stock
solution concentrations of various species (10 mM) were
prepared in twice-distilled water. The test solutions of IN-CZ (10
mM) were prepared by placing 100 mL of the corresponding stock
solution into 100 mL PBS (10 mM, pH ¼ 7.4). PBS solution was
prepared with Na2HPO4 and KH2PO4, and adjusted to pH 7.4.
2.4 Determination of detection limit

According to the relevant literature published,18 the detection
limit was calculated based on the uorescence titration. Fluo-
rescence titration was carried out in the aqueous buffer (10 mM
PBS, pH ¼ 7.4) to determine the detection limit, which was
calculated with the following equation:

Detection limit ¼ 3s/k
, PBS ¼ 10 mM). (A) UV-vis absorption response of IN-CZ (10 mM) in the
change of IN-CZ (10 mM) in the presence of SO3

2�/HSO3
� (100 mM).

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22348–22354 | 22349



Scheme 3 Proposed reaction mechanism of IN-CZ with SO3
2�/

HSO3
�.
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Where s is the standard deviation of blank measurements, k is
the slope between the uorescence intensity vs. SO3

2�/HSO3
�

concentration.

2.5 Cytotoxicity

HeLa cells were cultured in the DMEM in a 5% CO2 humidity
incubator at 37 �C. Cells were inoculated in 96-well plates at
5000 cells per plate. Aer overnight culture, the medium in each
well was replaced by fresh medium containing different
concentrations of IN-CZ (0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 mM). Aer 24 h, 3-
(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT, 5 mg mL�1, 20 mL) was added to each plate for 3 h. Then
medium was discarded, DMSO (100 mL) was added to dissolve
the MTT formazan crystals and cultured for another 4 h. The
absorbance in proportion to viable cell count was directly
measured using a Bio-Rad 680 ELISA reader at 570 nm and all
the measurements were completed three times under the
condition of blank control.

2.6 Fluorescence imaging of SO3
2�/HSO3

� in living cells

HeLa cells were grown on glass-bottom culture dishes in DMEM
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin.
The cells were incubated under an atmosphere of 5% CO2 and
95% air at 37 �C for 24 h. Before use, the cells were washed with
PBS buffer solution three times. For the experiment of imaging
Fig. 2 HRMS spectra of probe IN-CZ treated without and with HSO3
�.

22350 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22348–22354
of NaHSO3, cells were incubated with 100 mM of NaHSO3 for
30 min at 37 �C. Aerwards, cells were washed three times with
PBS-free DMEM, the pretreated cells were incubated in culture
media with IN-CZ (5 mM) for an additional 10 min at 37 �C, and
then washed with PBS (pH ¼ 7.4) three times. Fluorescence
imaging of HeLa cells was conducted with an Olympus IX81
confocal uorescence microscope with excitation wavelength of
405 nm.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Spectral response of IN-CZ to SO3

2�/HSO3
�

The absorption and uorescence spectra of IN-CZ in the PBS
buffer (pH ¼ 7.4, PBS ¼ 10 mM) were studied. We rst explored
the spectra changes in the absence and presence of SO3

2�/
HSO3

�. As shown in Fig. 1, the probe displayed a major
absorption band centered at 480 nm with a corresponding
uorescence emission peak at 579 nm. With the addition of
NaHSO3, the absorption intensity of the peak at 480 nm
signicantly receded, revealing that the structure of IN-CZ has
changed. Meanwhile the emission peak at 579 nm signicantly
reduced, and the corresponding uorescence emission peak at
494 nm enhanced. The main reason for the spectra change is
attributed to a 1,4-addition reaction that occurs between IN-CZ
and NaHSO3, the C]C conjugation between hemicyanine and
carbazole is broken by the attack of SO3

2�/HSO3
� to obtain

a blue-emission which is attributed to carbazole. These results
indicate that IN-CZ has potential as a ratiometric uorescent
indicator for detection of SO3

2�/HSO3
�.
3.2 Recognition mechanism of IN-CZ for SO3
2�/HSO3

�

The recognition mechanism of IN-CZ for SO3
2�/HSO3

� is
presumably due to the 1,4-addition reaction that occurs
between IN-CZ and NaHSO3 (Scheme 3). In order to verify the
sensing mechanism, high resolution mass spectrometry
(HRMS) was utilized to provide evidence in the absence and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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presence of NaHSO3 (as shown in Fig. 2). In the absence of
NaHSO3, HRMS of the probe in PBS buffer (pH ¼ 7.4, PBS ¼ 10
mM) was conducted and the peak exhibited at m/z ¼ 379.2161.
In the presence of NaHSO3, the HRMS of the compound in PBS
buffer (pH ¼ 7.4, PBS ¼ 10 mM) was conducted and the peak
displayed at m/z ¼ 459.2043, which is almost identical to the
molecular weight of the adduct (calcd for C27H27N2O3S, m/z ¼
459.18). Both the literature and experimental results provide
strong support for the proposed mechanism.17e,f The reaction
changes the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) of IN-CZ, and
then a ratiometric uorescent probe for detection of SO3

2�/
HSO3

� was obtained.
3.3 The selectivity of IN-CZ for various analytes

To conrm the selectivity of IN-CZ towards HSO3
�, the probe

was incubated with various analytes. As shown in Fig. 3A, with
the addition of Br�, Cl�, ClO�, Hcy, Cys, GSH, HSO4

2�, HCO3
�,

Fe2+, Fe3+, NO2
�, NO3

�, S2�, CN�, HS� and S2O3
2�, there were

nearly no uorescence changes or weak uorescence changes,
with only SO3

2�/HSO3
� causing an obvious uorescence

change. Moreover, the probe was incubated with various ana-
lytes and HSO3

� together. As shown in Fig. 3B, when other
analytes coexist with HSO3

�, the response of the probe to
Fig. 4 (A) Fluorescence spectra of IN-CZ (10 mM) upon addition of NaHSO
50 mM). The reaction was performed in PBS buffer (pH ¼ 7.4, 10 mM). (B)
I579 and the SO3

2�/HSO3
� concentration (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Excitation at 420 nm.

Fig. 3 (A) Relative fluorescence of IN-CZ (I494/I579) in the presence of v
NaHSO3 (50 mM) when coexisting with various other analytes. (100 mM)
NO3

�; CN�; S2�; HS�; S2O3
2�; SO3

2�/HSO3
� (50 mM) (except: GSH 1 mM

IN-CZ ¼ 10 mM). Excitation at 420 nm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
HSO3
� was not affected. These results demonstrated that IN-CZ

is not affected by these species and the emission of IN-CZ is
stable in the presence of interference species; IN-CZ can detect
SO3

2�/HSO3
� specically.

Through selectivity and interference experiments, the pho-
tostability of IN-CZ was studied by continuous laser scanning at
420 nm. The uorescence signal loss was calculated to be less
than 3% over 30 min (Fig. S1†), indicating the excellent pho-
tostability of IN-CZ. Then, the kinetic prole of the recognition
of IN-CZ for SO3

2�/HSO3
� was carried out, the response time of

IN-CZ in the presence of NaHSO3 was evaluated (Fig. S2†). When
NaHSO3 (50 mM) was added to the solution of IN-CZ (10 mM), the
relative uorescence of I494/I579 increased immediately. This is
consistent with the fact that the 1,4-addition reaction occurred
between IN-CZ and NaHSO3, making the probe conjugate
structure change rapidly. The results above demonstrate the
excellent photostability and sensitivity of IN-CZ.
3.4 Quantication of SO3
2�/HSO3

� and detection limit

The optical response validity of IN-CZ toward SO3
2�/HSO3

� was
investigated. The uorescence spectra of IN-CZ with various
concentrations of NaHSO3 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 mM) are shown in Fig. 4A.
3 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 30, 40,
The linear relationship between the fluorescence intensity ratio of I494/
, 13 mM). The reaction was performed in PBS buffer (pH ¼ 7.4, 10 mM).

arious analytes. (B) Relative fluorescence of IN-CZ (I494/I579) towards
: Br�; Cl�; ClO�; Hcy; Cys; GSH; HSO4

2�; HCO3
�; Fe2+; Fe3+; NO2

�;
, Hcy 1 mM, Cys 1 mM) in PBS buffer solution (pH ¼ 7.4, PBS ¼ 10 mM,

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22348–22354 | 22351



Fig. 5 Cytotoxicity assays for IN-CZ in HeLa cells. Cells were treated
with different concentrations of probe IN-CZ for 24 h. Concentrations
of IN-CZ (0 mM, 5 mM, 10 mM, 15 mM, 20 mM, 25 mM).
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Upon gradually increasing the concentration of NaHSO3, the
uorescence band centered at around 579 nm decreased
immediately, and the uorescence band centered at around
494 nm increased. The relative uorescence intensity of I494/I579
vs. the concentration of NaHSO3 in the range of 1–13 mM was
linear with a detection limit of 299 nM, as shown in Fig. 4B.
Therefore, the probe IN-CZ is capable of the identication and
quantication of SO3

2�/HSO3
�.
Fig. 6 HeLa cells were incubated with IN-CZ (5 mM) and Mito-Tracker
channel of Mito-Tracker Red; (D) merged images (B) and (C) in bright-fi

Fig. 7 Images of HeLa cells after incubation with IN-CZ (5 mM) in the abse
the images in the absence of NaHSO3, blue channel, yellow channel and
NaHSO3, blue channel, yellow channel and merged images in bright fiel

22352 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 22348–22354
We also investigated the pH effect on the uorescence
spectrum of IN-CZ in the absence and presence of NaHSO3

under a wider pH range (1–12). As shown in Fig. S3,† the
spectral response of IN-CZ was evaluated in PBS buffer (pH ¼
7.4, 10 mM). The uorescence intensity ratio (I494/I579) of the
probe was barely affected in the pH range 5.0–10.0, which
suggested that the probe was stable within this pH range.
Aerwards, in the presence of NaHSO3, the probe could respond
to NaHSO3 in the pH range 5.0–10.0, indicating that IN-CZ
could be used for the detection of SO3

2�/HSO3
� under physio-

logical conditions.
3.5 Cellular uorescence imaging and cytotoxicity

To explore the application of IN-CZ in living cells, its cytotoxicity
was evaluated in HeLa cells, using the 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-
thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay under
different probe concentrations. As displayed in Fig. 5, no
signicant change in the cell viability was observed when the
cells were cultured in the presence of a high concentration of
IN-CZ of 25 mM for 24 h. This indicates that IN-CZ shows no
cytotoxicity and good biocompatibility in live cells.

To conrm the specic stain of mitochondria in living cells,
we carried out a colocalization experiment (Fig. 6). HeLa cells
were incubated with IN-CZ (5 mM) and Mito-tracker Red
(100 nM, a commercial red-uorescent mitochondrial dye) for
15 min at 37 �C, and the excess dye was washed away with
Red (100 nM): (A) bright-field; (B) yellow channel of IN-CZ; (C) red-
eld. Excitation at 405 nm. Scale bar: 20 mm.

nce and presence of NaHSO3 (100 mM). (A and E) Bright-field; (B–D) are
merged images in bright field; (F–H) are the images in the presence of
d. Excitation at 405 nm. Scale bar: 20 mm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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phosphate buffered saline. The images of yellow channel and
red channel merged well in the HeLa cells. Along the red line,
the intensity trends of Mito-tracker Red and IN-CZ have a high
degree of overlap. Moreover, the Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient was calculated to be 0.838, indicating that IN-CZ could
localize in the mitochondria, which is one of the main organ-
elles for generation of endogenous SO2 in vivo. These results
imply the potential capacity of IN-CZ for monitoring endoge-
nous SO2 in living cells.

To determine the favorable properties of the IN-CZ for
monitoring SO2 derivatives, we then evaluated the potential
application of IN-CZ in living cells. As shown in Fig. 7, cells
were incubated with IN-CZ (5 mM) for 10 min at 37 �C. There
were nearly no uorescence signals in the blue channel;
obvious uorescence signals can be observed in the yellow
channel, which indicates the remarkable membrane perme-
ability of the probe. Aerwards, cells were incubated with 100
mM of NaHSO3 for 30 min at 37 �C, then the cells were incu-
bated in culture media with IN-CZ (5 mM) for an additional
10 min at 37 �C. As we expected, the blue uorescence
channel gradually became bright and the yellow uorescence
channel became darkened. The obvious changes in ratio-
metric uorescence responses generated from the blue
channel and yellow channel in HeLa cells were observed.
These results imply that IN-CZ could monitor SO3

2�/HSO3
�

changes through the ratiometric uorescence imaging in
living cells.
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have presented a novel ratiometric uorescent
probe IN-CZ based on a hemicyanine dye platform. The probe
could be used as a ratiometric uorescent sensor for SO3

2�/
HSO3

� anions in aqueous environment based on a Michael
addition reaction. The probe displayed a fast reaction time,
good sensitivity, and high selectivity for SO3

2�/HSO3
� over other

reactive species, ROS, biologically relevant ions and biological
mercaptans. Moreover, IN-CZ is a ratiometric uorescent probe
for the real-time monitoring of SO3

2�/HSO3
� changes through

the ratiometric uorescence imaging with mitochondria tar-
geted in living cells with good permeability and low cytotoxicity.
We expect that this design will be further developed as a good
probe for SO2 derivatives in realistic samples and biological
applications.
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